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Readers interested in an overview of marketing strategies and techniques. Learn how to create
value and gain loyal customers. Principles of Marketing helps current and aspiring marketers
master today's key marketing challenge: to create vibrant, interactive communities of
consumers who make products and brands a part of their daily lives. Presenting fundamental
marketing information within an innovative customer-value framework, the book helps readers
understand how to create value and gain loyal customers. The fifteenth edition has been
thoroughly revised to reflect the major trends and forces impacting marketing in this era of
customer value and high-tech customer relationships. Emphasizing the great role that
technology plays in contemporary marketing, it's packed with new stories and examples
illustrating how companies employ technology to gain competitive advantage--from traditional
marketing all-stars such as P&G and McDonald's to new-age digital competitors such as Apple
and Google.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not
transferable. To register for and use MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a
Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made
outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for MyLab(tm) & Mastering(tm) products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may
be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For Principles
of Marketing courses that require a comprehensive text. This package includes MyLab
Marketing . Help readers learn how to create value through customer connections and
engagement In a fast-changing, increasingly digital and social marketplace, it's more vital than
ever for marketers to develop meaningful connections with their customers. Principles of
Marketing helps readers master today's key marketing challenge: to create vibrant, interactive
communities of consumers who make products and brands an integral part of their daily lives.
To help individuals understand how to create value and build customer relationships, Kotler
and Armstrong present fundamental marketing information within an innovative customer-value
framework. Thoroughly revised to reflect the major trends impacting contemporary marketing,
the 17th Edition is packed with stories illustrating how companies use new digital technologies
to maximize customer engagement and shape brand conversations, experiences, and
communities. Personalize learning with MyLab Marketing MyLab Marketing is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better
absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. 0134642317 / 9780134642314
Principles of Marketing Plus MyLab Marketing with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package,
17/e Package consists of: 013449251X / 9780134492513 Principles of Marketing 0134518284
/ 9780134518282 MyLab Marketing with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Principles of
Marketing
For principles of marketing courses that require a comprehensive text. In a fast-changing,
increasingly digital and social marketplace, it’s more vital than ever for marketers to develop
meaningful connections with their customers. Principles of Marketing helps students master
today’s key marketing challenge: to create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who
make products and brands an integral part of their daily lives. To help students understand
how to create value and build customer relationships, Kotler and Armstrong present
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fundamental marketing information within an innovative customer-value framework. Thoroughly
revised to reflect the major trends impacting contemporary marketing, the 18th Edition is
packed with stories illustrating how companies use new digital technologies to maximize
customer engagement and shape brand conversations, experiences, and communities.
Why does organizational behavior matter—isn’t it just common sense? Organizational
Behavior: A Skill-Building Approach helps students answer this question by providing insight
into OB concepts and processes through an interactive skill-building approach. Translating the
latest research into practical applications, authors Christopher P. Neck, Jeffery D. Houghton,
and Emma L. Murray unpack how managers can develop essential skills to unleash the
potential of their employees. The text examines how individual characteristics, group
dynamics, and organizational factors affect performance, motivation, and job satisfaction,
providing students with a holistic understanding of OB. Packed with critical thinking
opportunities, experiential exercises, and self-assessments, the new Second Edition provides
students with a fun, hands-on introduction to the fascinating world of OB. This title is
accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE
representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive
digital platform that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a learning experience
that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to
ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind,
it offers simple course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Assignable
Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning
objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. LMS Cartridge
(formerly known as SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor resources into your
school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still
access all of the same online resources for this title via the password-protected Instructor
Resource Site. Learn more.
For the Principles of Marketing course. Ranked the #1 selling introductory marketing text,
Kotler and Armstrong's Principles of Marketing provides an authoritative and practical
introduction to marketing. The Tenth Edition is organized around a managing customer
relationships framework that is introduced in the first two chapters, and then built upon
throughout the book. Real world applications appear in every chapter and every vignette is
new or has been updated. The text is complemented by an extensive ancillary package, from
all new videos on VHS, online, and DVD to a new Presentation Manager CD-ROM for
instructors.
For Principles of Marketing courses that require a comprehensive text Help students learn how
to create customer value and engagement In a fast-changing, increasingly digital and social
marketplace, it's more vital than ever for marketers to develop meaningful connections with
their customers. Principles of Marketing helps students master today's key marketing
challenge: to create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who make products and
brands an integral part of their daily lives. To help students understand how to create value
and build customer relationships, Kotler and Armstrong present fundamental marketing
information within an innovative customer-value framework. Thoroughly revised to reflect the
major trends impacting contemporary marketing, this edition is packed with stories illustrating
how companies use new digital technologies to maximize customer engagement and shape
brand conversations, experiences, and communities. Also available with MyMarketingLab This
title is also available with MyMarketingLab–an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Hands-on
activities and exercises enable students to better understand and master course concepts, and
the skills required to be successful marketers today. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyMarketingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to
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purchase both the physical text and MyMarketingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133973107 /
ISBN-13: 9780133973105. That package includes ISBN-10: 0133795020 / ISBN-13:
9780133795028 and ISBN-10: 0133862097 / ISBN-13: 9780133862096. MyMarketingLab
should only be purchased when required by an instructor.

The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key
concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your
notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible
either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available
online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive
via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The
eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your
digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed. Present five
major themes using a clear and compelling customer-value approach The text’s
innovative customer-value and engagement framework ties together key
concepts, and details how marketing creates customer value and captures value
in return. From beginning to end, this marketing process model builds on five
major customer value and engagement themes: Creating value for customers in
order to capture value in return Engaging with customers using today’s digital
and social media Building and managing strong, value-creating brands
Measuring and managing return on marketing Fostering sustainable marketing
around the globe
"In a fast-changing, increasingly digital and social marketplace, it's more vital
than ever for marketers to develop meaningful connections with their customers.
Principles of Marketing helps students master today's key marketing challenge: to
create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who make products and
brands an integral part of their daily lives. To help students understand how to
create value and build customer relationships, Kotler and Armstrong present
fundamental marketing information within an innovative customer-value
framework. Thoroughly revised to reflect the major trends impacting
contemporary marketing, the 17th Edition is packed with stories illustrating how
companies use new digital technologies to maximize customer engagement and
shape brand conversations, experiences, and communities." -Sustainable management is an important consideration for businesses and
organisations, and the enormous number of tourism events taking place requiring
facilities, power, transport, people and much more makes sustainable event
planning a considerable priority. By looking at mega events, sports events,
conferences and festivals, this book uses best practice case studies to illustrate
sustainable management issues and practical considerations that managers
need to apply, providing an essential reference for researchers and students in
leisure and tourism.
This casebook complements and accompanies Philip Kotler and Gary
Armstrong's Principles of Marketing by providing 37 cases on Asian companies
operating in Asia and/or outside Asia, as well as about non-Asian companies
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operating within Asia.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Learn how to create value and gain loyal customers. Today’s marketing
challenge is to create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who make
products and brands a part of their daily lives. To help readers understand how to
create value and gain loyal customers, Principles of Marketing presents
fundamental marketing information in a comprehensive format, organized around
an innovative customer-value framework. The fourteenth edition includes
coverage on sustainability and a focus on marketing in today's challenging
economic climate.
The goal of Principles of Marketing, Fifth Edition, is to introduce people to the
fascinating world of modern marketing in an innovative, practical and enjoyable
way. Like any good marketer, we're out to create more value for you, our
customer. We have perused every page, table, figure, fact and example in an
effort to make this the best text from which to learn about and teach marketing.
This best-selling annual guide, with its distinctive style, honest commentary and
comprehensive coverage, is perfect for island veterans and novice hoppers alike. Fully
updated to provide the most complete guide to the Greek Islands including candid boat writeups, timetable and itinerary maps for each ferry, route maps for ferries to the major islands and
ports and detailed town and port maps.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780132390026 9780132076982 .
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780136079415 .
Help students learn how to create customer value and engagement In a fast-changing,
increasingly digital and social marketplace, it’s more vital than ever for marketers to develop
meaningful connections with their customers. Principles of Marketing helps students master
today’s key marketing challenge: to create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who
make products and brands an integral part of their daily lives. To help students understand
how to create value and build customer relationships, Kotler and Armstrong present
fundamental marketing information within an innovative customer-value framework. Thoroughly
revised to reflect the major trends impacting contemporary marketing, this edition is packed
with stories illustrating how companies use new digital technologies to maximize customer
engagement and shape brand conversations, experiences, and communities. MyMarketingLab
not included. Students, if MyMarketingLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the
course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyMarketingLab should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment product designed to personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range
of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn
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and retain tough course concepts. Also available with MyMarketingLab This title is also
available with MyMarketingLab—an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Hands-on activities
and exercises enable students to better understand and master course concepts, and the skills
required to be successful marketers today. Please note that the product you are purchasing
does not include MyMarketingLab. MyMarketingLab Join over 11 million students benefiting
from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyMarketingLab, an online homework
and tutorial system designed to test and build your understanding. Would you like to use the
power of MyMarketingLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an access card and a
course ID to access MyMarketingLab. These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that
your lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product
as you will need a course ID from them before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check
whether an access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be
on the inside back cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can
benefit from MyMarketingLab at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the
book and an access code for MyMarketingLab (ISBN:9781292092591) 4. If your lecturer is
using the MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to
www.MyMarketingLab.com to buy access to this interactive study programme. For educator
access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who your Pearson representative is,
visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Principles of Marketing is the highly successful European adaptation of Kotler and Armstrong,
one of the world's leading and most authoritative marketing textbooks. The text takes a
practical and managerial approach to marketing. It is rich in topical examples and applications
that show the major decisions that marketing managers face in their efforts to balance an
organisation’s objectives and resources against needs and opportunities in the global
marketplace. Please note that the product you are purchasing does not include
MyMarketingLab. MyMarketingLab Join over 11 million students benefiting from Pearson
MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyMarketingLab, an online homework and tutorial
system designed to test and build your understanding. Would you like to use the power of
MyMarketingLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an access card and a course ID
to access MyMarketingLab. These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your
lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product as
you will need a course ID from them before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check
whether an access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be
on the inside back cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can
benefit from MyMarketingLab at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the
book and an access code for MyMarketingLab (ISBN:9780273743194) 4. If your lecturer is
using the MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to
www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/global/mymarketinglab to buy access to this interactive
study programme. For educator access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who
your Pearson representative is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an e-version click here or for
more information contact your local sales representative. Get 12 months FREE access to an
interactive eBook when purchasing the paperback* Previous edition winner of the British Book
Design and Production Award for "Best Use of Cross Media 2014" This easy to use resource
allows students to switch from digital to the print text and back again, opening windows to the
world of marketing through cases that are vibrant and engaged, links that allow students to
explore topics in more detail and content to encourage relating theory to practice. Recognizing
the importance of ongoing technological and social developments and the increasing
connectedness of consumers that has profound implications for the way marketing operates
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and students learn, the 4th edition demystifies key technologies and terminology,
demonstrating where and how emerging digital marketing techniques and tools fit in to
contemporary marketing planning and practice. The new edition welcomes a new 3rd author
and has been fully updated to include: 31 New case studies (including 5 new end of chapter
and 26 new ‘focus boxes’), featuring a greater number of case studies from digital/social
media marketing, Uber and the sharing economy, Google and crowdsourcing and Amazon’s
drone delivery service. Even more content on digital marketing integrated throughout, including
key issues such as social media, mobile marketing, co-creation, cutting edge theory. A fully
updated and streamlined interactive eBook led by student feedback. Focus boxes throughout
the text such as Global, Consumer, B2B and Ethical - all with a greater emphasis on digital
communication - reinforce key marketing trends and relate theory to practice. Each chapter
also ends with a case study revolving around topics, issues and companies that students can
relate to such as Taylor Swift taking on Spotify. The new edition comes packed with features
that can be used in class or uploaded onto a course management system and which students
can use in their own self-directed study. Furthermore, the book is complemented by a FREE
interactive eBook with access to web links, video links, SAGE journal articles, MCQ’s,
podcasts and flashcards, allowing access on the go and encouraging learning and retention
whatever the learning style. Suitable as core reading for undergraduate marketing students.
*Interactivity only available through Vitalsource eBook included as part of paperback product
(ISBN 9781526426321). Access not guaranteed on second-hand copies (as access code may
have previously been redeemed).
Principles of Marketing Seventh European Edition Philip Kotler, Gary Armstrong, Lloyd C.
Harris and Nigel Piercy The goal of every marketer is to create more value for customers. The
authors of this new European Edition have aimed to create more value for the reader by
building on a classic marketing text with its well-established customer-value framework and
complimenting it with an emphasis throughout the book on sustainable marketing, measuring
and managing return on marketing, marketing technologies and marketing around the world.
To help bring marketing to life this book is filled with interesting examples and stories about
real companies, such as Amazon, Google, Uber, ASOS and Lego and their marketing
practices. This is the place to go for the freshest and most authoritative insights into the
increasingly fascinating world of marketing. Philip Kotler is S. C. Johnson & Son Distinguished
Professor of International Marketing at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management,
Northwestern University. Gary Armstrong is Crist W. Blackwell Distinguished Professor
Emeritus of Undergraduate Education in the Kenan-Flagler Business School at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Lloyd C. Harris is Head of Department and Professor of
Marketing at Birmingham Business School, University of Birmingham. His research has been
widely disseminated via a range of marketing, strategy, retailing and general management
journals. Nigel Piercy, was formerly Professor of Marketing & Strategy, and Associate Dean, at
Warwick Business School. He is now a consultant and management writer. Recent
publications include Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning, 6th ed. (with Graham
Hooley, Brigitte Nicoulaud and John Rudd) published by Pearson in 2016.
Marketing has changed forever—this is what comes next Marketing 4.0: Moving from Traditional
to Digital is the much-needed handbook for next-generation marketing. Written by the world's
leading marketing authorities, this book helps you navigate the increasingly connected world
and changing consumer landscape to reach more customers, more effectively. Today's
customers have less time and attention to devote to your brand—and they are surrounded by
alternatives every step of the way. You need to stand up, get their attention, and deliver the
message they want to hear. This book examines the marketplace's shifting power dynamics,
the paradoxes wrought by connectivity, and the increasing sub-culture splintering that will
shape tomorrow's consumer; this foundation shows why Marketing 4.0 is becoming imperative
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for productivity, and this book shows you how to apply it to your brand today. Marketing 4.0
takes advantage of the shifting consumer mood to reach more customers and engage them
more fully than ever before. Exploit the changes that are tripping up traditional approaches,
and make them an integral part of your methodology. This book gives you the world-class
insight you need to make it happen. Discover the new rules of marketing Stand out and create
WOW moments Build a loyal and vocal customer base Learn who will shape the future of
customer choice Every few years brings a "new" marketing movement, but experienced
marketers know that this time its different; it's not just the rules that have changed, it's the
customers themselves. Marketing 4.0 provides a solid framework based on a real-world vision
of the consumer as they are today, and as they will be tomorrow. Marketing 4.0 gives you the
edge you need to reach them more effectively than ever before.
For undergraduate courses on the Principles of Marketing. An introduction to the world of
marketing using a proven, practical, and engaging approach Marketing: An Introduction shows
students how customer value--creating it and capturing it--drives every effective marketing
strategy. Using an organization and learning design that includes real-world examples and
information that help bring marketing to life, the text gives readers everything they need to
know about marketing in an effective and engaging total learning package. The Thirteenth
Edition reflects the latest trends in marketing, including new coverage on online, social media,
mobile, and other digital technologies, leaving students with a richer understanding of basic
marketing concepts, strategies, and practices. Also Available with MyMarketingLabTM This
title is also available with MyMarketingLab--an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMarketingLab does not
come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyMarketingLab search for: 0134472497 / 9780134472492 Marketing: An Introduction Plus
MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
013414953X / 9780134149530 Marketing: An Introduction 0134132351 / 9780134132358
MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Marketing: An Introduction
Revised edition of the authors' Principles of marketing.
An introduction to marketing concepts, strategies and practices with a balance of depth of
coverage and ease of learning. Principles of Marketing keeps pace with a rapidly changing
field, focussing on the ways brands create and capture consumer value. Practical content and
linkage are at the heart of this edition. Real local and international examples bring ideas to life
and new feature 'linking the concepts' helps students test and consolidate understanding as
they go. The latest edition enhances understanding with a unique learning design including
revised, integrative concept maps at the start of each chapter, end-of-chapter features
summarising ideas and themes, a mix of mini and major case studies to illuminate concepts,
and critical thinking exercises for applying skills.
This book offers the most current applied, resourceful and exciting text for the introductory
marketing course.
'Principles of Marketing' is organized around an innovative customer-value and customerrelationship framework.
For principles of marketing courses that require a comprehensive text. Learn how to create
value through customer connections and engagement In a fast-changing, increasingly digital
and social marketplace, it’s more vital than ever for marketers to develop meaningful
connections with their customers. Principles of Marketing helps students master today’s key
marketing challenge: to create vibrant, interactive communities of consumers who make
products and brands an integral part of their daily lives. To help students understand how to
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create value and build customer relationships, Kotler and Armstrong present fundamental
marketing information within an innovative customer-value framework. Thoroughly revised to
reflect the major trends impacting contemporary marketing, the 18th Edition is packed with
stories illustrating how companies use new digital technologies to maximise customer
engagement and shape brand conversations, experiences, and communities. The full text
downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and
phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as
a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase,
you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit
The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital
ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
The 12 th edition of this popular text continues to build on four major marketing themes:
building and managing profitable customer relationships, building and managing strong brands
to create brand equity, harnessing new marketing technologies in the digital age, and
marketing in a socially responsible way around the globe. Thoroughly updated and
streamlined,Principles of Marketingtells the stories that reveal the drama of modern marketing,
reflecting the major trends and forces that are impacting this dynamic and ever-changing
field.Topics include: the marketing environment, managing information, consumer & business
buyer behavior, segmentation, targeting, and positioning, branding strategies, distribution
channels, advertising and sales promotion, direct marketing, and the global marketplace.An
excellent tool for anyone in marketing and sales, whether self- or corporate- employed.
For undergraduate principles of marketing courses. This ISBN is for the bound textbook, which
students can rent through their bookstore. An introduction to marketing using a practical and
engaging approach Marketing: An Introduction shows students how customer value -- creating
it and capturing it -- drives effective marketing strategies. The 14th Edition reflects the major
trends and shifting forces that impact marketing in this digital age of customer value,
engagement, and relationships, leaving students with a richer understanding of basic
marketing concepts, strategies, and practices. Through updated company cases, Marketing at
Work highlights, and revised end-of-chapter exercises, students are able to apply marketing
concepts to real-world company scenarios. This title is also available digitally as a standalone
Pearson eText, or via Pearson MyLab Marketing which includes the Pearson eText. These
options give students affordable access to learning materials, so they come to class ready to
succeed. Contact your Pearson rep for more information.
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